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General:

The paper presents a study on the lifetimes of several atmospheric tracers on basis of
space-borne measurements of their atmospheric abundance by the ACE-FTS instru-
ment. The methods for deriving the lifetimes are outlined, and the steps towards the
derivation of the lifetimes are presented in much detail. Finally, the derived lifetimes are
compared to values in the literature. I found the paper hard to read over some chapters
(esp. chapters 3 and 4) since a lot of details are given which sometimes distract from
the logical thread of the paper. On the other hand, some underlying assumptions like
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the fact that the measurements need to be free from altitude-dependent biases, have
not been discussed at all. The error estimation refers solely to the standard error of the
averaged ensembles ignoring any other errors relevant to the method applied. I rec-
ommend publication of the paper after these and the more specific comments outlined
below have been considered.

Specific comments:

p4223, l2-3, 5-6: The regions where the Cl and F containing molecules are much wider,
e.g. CFC-12 absorbs around 920 cm-1 and many other molecules like CFC-142a/b
etc. have absorption bands in the 1400 cm-1 wavenumber region. The statements
here should be corrected for this.

p4224, l22-27: Is a vertical resolution of about 2-3 km as provided by ACE-FTS (p4225,
l17) really sufficient to resolve the tropopause? I think this issue needs further discus-
sion.

p4227, l9 ff: The concept of correction for a non-linear tropospheric increase by calcu-
lating an effective linear growth rate has not become clear to me. Some more details
on this methods should be provided.

p4227, l20: a Λ factor seems rather high to me, other publications refer to Λ of 0.7
(Waugh and Hall, 2002) or 0.8 (Garcia et al., 2011). How would the results of your
study alter with other values for Λ? A discussion on this question should be added.

p4229, l1: Does the scarcity of ACE-FTS data not allow to perform a seasonal analy-
sis? What was the reason for restricting the analysis to periods of 6 months? I think
a seasonal analysis would be much more appropriate to the problem, in particular if
the paper aims at excluding any seasonality of the calculated lifetimes, as stated on
p4235, l 22.

p4229, l8 ff: This section is a bit difficult to understand and the arguments should be
re-ordered. Why not starting with the statement that the analysis has been limited
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to the mid-latitudinal well-mixed region and provide the arguments for excluding the
tropics and the polar region afterwards? In this context the statement “unrelated to
stratospheric lifetimes” (l12) seems a bit too radical to me. Further, the term “MAD filter”
is already used at page 4230, l1, but introduced at p4230, l12 only. The description of
this filter is a bit vague to my opinion.

p4230, section 4.1: As I understand the method, it fully relies on the assumption
that the profiles of the species which go into the correlations don’t have biases which
change with altitude; since any altitude-dependent bias would affect the slope of the
correlation and spoil the analysis. Has it been ensured previously to this study that this
pre-condition is valid, i.e. have the data products been validated carefully and could
any biases been excluded? These biases will affect the results of this study much
more significantly than just leading “to a small underestimation in error on the results”
(p2431, l19). I think a thorough discussion on this issue is necessary.

Technical and minor comments:

p4223, l23: Wouldn’t be Solomon et al., 2010 the more appropriate reference?

p4225, l12: A more appropriate reference for the ATMOS missions which should at
least be added is probably Gunson et al., 1996.

p4225, l22: Actually it’s almost 10 years by now.

p4233, l20/21: Improve the wording of this sentence: “The lifetimes calculated for
CH3Cl and CH4 show significant variation between the calculated lifetimes.”

Figures:

X-axis labels and descriptions for the figures A1 to A3 are missing. Axis descriptions,
axis labels and figure titles are too small throughout the paper, but in particular for
Figures A1 to A3.

Tables:
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Table A2 and A4: There are no entries NHW etc. in the tables the table caption refers
to.
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